Origins of substance P-containing fibers in the lateral septal area of young rats: immunohistochemical analysis of experimental manipulations.
The majority of substance P-like immunoreactive (SPLI) fibers in the lateral septal area (LS) are supplied by SPLI cells in the area (BAL) between the anterior hypothalamic nucleus and the lateral hypothalamus, and by those in the nucleus latero-dorsalis tegmenti (TLD). These conclusions are based on following: (1) Unilateral destruction of the BAL resulted in an ipsilateral decrease in the septal SPLI fibers similar to that seen after the destruction of the TLD, and (2) simultaneous destruction of the BAL and TLD caused a marked reduction of SPLI fibers in the LS on the operated side. The possibility that the destruction of the BAL affected the ascending SPLI system from the TLD seems to be excluded, because (1) the destruction of the TLD resulted in a decrease in SPLI fibers in the ipsilateral medial forebrain bundle (MFB), but failed to reduce the number of SPLI fibers in the BAL, and (2) the destruction of the BAL caused a decrease in SPLI fibers in the perifornical area rostral to the lesion, but failed to reduce the number of SPLI fibers in the MFB. These facts further suggest that ascending SPLI fibers from the BAL travel in the perifornical area and those from the TLD pass through the MFB. It should be noted that a few SPLI fibers remained intact following the simultaneous destruction of the BAL and TLD. The present study suggests that these remaining SPLI fibers might be innervated by intrinsic SPLI cells. In support of this, several SPLI cells were detected in the septal area after colchicine pretreatment.